Context. Results from previous searches for new meteor showers in the combined Croatian Meteor Network and SonotaCo meteor databases suggested possible parent bodies for several newly identified showers. Aims. We aim to perform an analysis to validate the connection between the identified showers and candidate parent bodies. Methods. Simulated particles were ejected from candidate parent bodies, a dynamical modeling was performed and the results were compared to the real meteor shower observations. Results. From the 13 analysed cases, three were found to be connected with comets, four with asteroids which are possibly dormant comets, four were inconclusive or negative, and two need more observational data before any conclusions can be drawn.
Introduction
When one is attempting to associate newly discovered meteoroid streams to their parent bodies, there are four critical steps that need to be carried out. The first is obviously the stream discovery through the search of databases and past records, which is ideally performed on meteor data comprised of Keplerian orbital elements. The second phase involves the verification of the meteoroid stream using completely independent meteor databases and stream searches as published online and/or reported in the literature. This is to help validate the existence of the stream. The third step explores the identification of candidate parent bodies, such as comets and asteroids, which show similar orbits to the space-time aggregated meteoroid Keplerian elements of the found stream. However, close similarity of the orbits between a meteoroid stream and a potential parent body is not necessarily conclusive proof of association or linkage, since the two object types (parent body and meteoroid) can undergo significantly different orbital evolution as shown by Vaubaillon et al. (2006) . Thus the most critical fourth step in determining the actual association is to perform dynamic modeling and orbital evolution on a sample of particles ejected from a candidate parent body. Given a comet's or asteroid's best estimated orbit in the past, and following the ejected stream particles through many hundreds to thousands of years, one looks for eventual encounters E-mail: damir@astro.hr with the Earth at the time of meteor observation, and whether those encounters have a geometric similarity to the observed meteoroids of the stream under investigation. The work by McNaught & Asher (1999) demonstrates this point. However, this current paper follows the approach of Vaubaillon et al. (2005) in focusing on the results of the dynamical modeling phase and is a culmination of all the steps just outlined and performed on new streams discovered from recent Croatian Meteor Network stream searches. The application of dynamical stream modeling indicates, with a high level of confidence, that seven new streams can be associated to either comets or asteroids, the latter of which are conjectured to be dormant comets.
Processing approach
The seven streams and their hypothetical parent body associations were initially discovered using a meteor database search technique as described in Šegon et al. (2014d) . In summary, the method compared every meteor orbit to every other meteor orbit using the combined Croatian Meteor Network (Šegon et al. 2012; Korlević et al. 2013 based on the requirement that three D-criteria (Southworth & Hawkins (1963) , Drummond (1981) , Jopek et al. (2008) ) were all satisfied within a specified threshold. These groups had their mean orbital elements computed and sorted by number of meteor members. Mean orbital elements where computed by a simple averaging procedure. Working down from the largest sized group, meteors with similar orbits to the group under evaluation were assigned to the group and eliminated from further aggregation. This captured the known streams quickly, removing them from the meteor pool, and eventually found the newly discovered streams. According to International Astronomical Union (IAU) shower nomenclature rules (Jenniskens 2006a) , all results for the stream discoveries were first published. In these cases the search results can be found in three papers posted to WGN, The Journal of the International Meteor Organization Gural et al. 2014; Šegon et al. 2014a ). Next, the literature was scoured for similar stream searches in other independent data sets, such as the CAMS (Rudawska & Jenniskens 2014; Jenniskens et al. 2016 ) and the EDMOND ) video databases, to determine the validity of the new streams found. The verified new streams were then compared against known cometary and asteroidal orbits, from which a list of candidate parent bodies were compiled based once again on meeting multiple D-criteria for orbital similarity. Each section below describes in greater detail the unique processes and evidence for each stream's candidate association to a parent body. Besides the seven reported shower cases and their hypothetical parent bodies, the possibility of producing a meteor shower has also been investigated for four possible streams with similar orbital parameters to asteroids, 2002 KK3, 2008 UZ94, 2009 CR2, and 2011 YX62, but the results were inconclusive or negative. The remaining possible parent bodies from the search were not investigated due to the fact that those comets do not have orbital elements precise enough to be investigated or are stated to have parabolic orbits.
The dynamical analysis for each object was performed as follows. First, the nominal orbit of the body was retrieved from the JPL HORIZONS ephemeris 3 for the current time period as well as for each perihelion passage for the past few centuries (typically two to five hundred years). Assuming the object presented cometary-like activity in the past, the meteoroid stream ejection and evolution was simulated and propagated following Vaubaillon et al. (2005) . In detail, the method considers the ejection of meteoroids when the comet is within 3 AU from the Sun. The ejection velocity is computed following Crifo & Rodionov (1997) . The ejection velocities typically range from 0 to~100 m/s. Then the evolution of the meteoroids in the solar system is propagated using numerical simulations. The gravitation of all the planets as well as non-gravitational forces (radiation pressure, solar wind, and the Poynting-Robertson effect) are taken into account. More details can be found in Vaubaillon et al. (2005) . When the parent body possessed a long orbital period, the stream was propagated starting from a more distant period in the past few thousand years. The intersection of the stream and the Earth was accumulated over 50 to 100 years, following the method by Jenniskens & Vaubaillon (2008) . Such a method provides a general view of the location of the meteoroid stream and give statistically meaningful results. For each meteoroid that is considered as intersecting the Earth, the radiant was computed following the Neslusan et al. (1998) method (the software was kindly provided by those authors). Finally, the size distribution of particles intercepting the Earth was not considered in this pa-3 http://horizons.jpl.nasa.gov per, nor was the size of modeled particles compared to the size of observed particles. The size distribution comparison will be the topic of a future paper.
IAU meteor shower #549 FAN -49 Andromedids and Comet 2001 W2 Batters
The first case to be presented here is that of meteor shower IAU #542 49 Andromedids. Following the IAU rules, this shower was first reported as part of a paper in WGN, Journal of International Meteor Organization by . Independent meteor shower database searches resulted in confirmation of the existence of this shower, namely Rudawska et al. (2015) and Jenniskens et al. (2016) . The radiant position from the Croatian Meteor Network (CMN) search into the SonotaCo and CMN orbit databases was found to be R.A. = 20.9°, Dec. = +46.7°, with a mean geocentric velocity V g = 60.1 km/s near the center of the activity period (solar longitude λ 0 = 114°, 35 orbits). Rudawska et al. (2015) found the same radiant to be at R.A. = 19.0°, Dec. = +45.3°and V g = 59.8 km/s (λ 0 = 112.5°, 226 orbits), while Jenniskens et al. (2016) give R.A. = 20.5°, Dec. = +46.6°, and V g = 60.2 km/s (λ 0 = 112°, 76 orbits). This shower was accepted as an established shower during the 2015 IAU Assembly 4 and is now listed in the IAU meteor database.
At the time of the initial finding, there were 35 meteors associated with this shower resulting in orbital parameters similar to published values for a known comet, namely 2001 W2 Batters. This Halley type comet with an orbital period of 75.9 years, has been well observed and its orbital parameters have been determined with higher precision than many other comets of this type. The mean meteoroid orbital parameters, as found by the above mentioned procedure, are compared with the orbit of 2001 W2 Batters in Table 1 . Despite the fact that the orbital parameters' distance according to the Southworth-Hawkins D-criteria D S H = 0.14 seems a bit high to claim an association, the authors pointed out the necessity of using dynamic stream modeling to confirm or deny the association hypothesis because of the nearly identical ascending node values. Moreover, changes in 2001 W2 Batters' orbital parameters as far back as 3000 BC, as extracted from HORIZONS, has shown that the comet approached closer to Earth's orbit in 3000 BC than it has during the last few hundred years. Thus stream particles ejected from the comet farther in the past could have the possibility of producing a meteoroid stream observed at the Earth in the current epoch.
The dynamical modeling for the hypothetical parent body 2001 W2 Batters was performed following Vaubaillon et al. (2005) and Jenniskens & Vaubaillon (2008) . In summary, the dynamical evolution of the parent body is considered over a few hundred to a few thousand years. At a specific chosen time in the past, the creation of a meteoroid stream is simulated and its evolution is followed forward in time until the present day. The intersection of the particles with the Earth is recorded and the radiant of each particle is computed and compared to observations. The first perihelion passages were initially limited to 500 years back in time. No direct hits to the Earth were found from meteoroids ejected during the aforementioned period. However, the authors were convinced that such close similarity of orbits may result in more favorable results if the dynamical modeling was repeated for perihelion passages back to 3000 BC. The new run did provide positive results, with direct hits to the Earth predicted at R.A. = 19.1°, Dec. = +46.9°, and V g = 60.2 km/s, at a Jenniskens et al. (2016) ) is used instead of the mean value (118°), then the resulting D S H is 0.16. Orbital elements (mean values for shower data): q = perihelion distance, e = eccentricity, i = inclination, Node = Node, ω = argument of perihelion, D Rudawska et al. (2015) ; (3) Jenniskens et al. (2016) .
solar longitude of λ 0 = 113.2°. A summary of the observed and modeled results is given in Table 2 . References.
(1) Andreić et al. (2014); (2) The maximum difference between the average observed radiant positions and modeled mean positions is less than 2°in both right ascension and declination, while there are also single meteors very close to the predicted positions according to the model. Since the observed radiant position fits very well with the predictions, we may conclude that there is a strong possibility that comet 2001 W2 Batters is indeed the parent body of the 49 Andromedids shower. The high radiant dispersion seen in the observations can be accounted for by 1) less precise observations in some of the reported results, and 2) the 3000 year old nature of the stream which produces a more dispersed trail. The next closest possible association was with comet 1952 H1 Mrkos but with D S H of 0.28, it was considered too distant to be connected with the 49 Andromedids stream.
Figures 1 and 2 show the location of the stream with respect to the Earth's path, as well as the theoretical radiant. These results were obtained by concatenating the locations of the particles intersecting the Earth over 50 years in order to clearly show the location of the stream (otherwise there are too few particles to cross the Earth each year). As a consequence, it is expected that the level of activity of this shower would not change much from year to year.
IAU meteor shower #533 JXA -July ξ Arietids and comet 1964 N1 Ikeya
The discovery of the possible meteor shower July ξ Arietids was first published in Šegon et al. (2014c) . The shower had been found as a grouping of 61 meteoroid orbits, active from July 4 to August 12, peaking around July 21. Three other searches for meteor showers in different meteoroid orbit databases done by Rudawska et al. (2015) , Jenniskens et al. (2016) , and Kornoš Table 3 , from which it can be seen that the distance estimated from D S H suggests a possible connection between the shower and the comet.
Similar to the previous case, the dynamical modeling was performed for perihelion passages starting from 5000 BC onwards. Only two direct hits were found from the complete analysis, but those two hits confirm that there is a high possibility that comet C/1964 N1 Ikeya is indeed the parent body of the July ξ Arietids. The mean radiant positions for those two modeled meteoroids as well as the mean radiant positions found by other searches are presented in Table 4 . As can be seen from Ta- Table 3 . Orbital parameters for the July ξ Arietids and Comet 1964 N1 Ikeya with corresponding D S H values. Orbital elements (mean values for shower data): q = perihelion distance, e = eccentricity, i = inclination, Node = Node, ω = argument of perihelion, D S H = Southworth and Hawking D-criterion with respect to 1964 N1 Ikeya. • . Pluses represent the modeled radiants in the given solar longitude range, while the circles represent the observed radiants during the whole activity of the shower. ble 4, the difference in radiant position between the model and the observations appears to be very significant. References.
(1) Šegon et al. (2014c) ; (2) Kornoš et al. (2014) ; (3) Rudawska et al. (2015) ; (4) Jenniskens et al. (2016) .
However, the radiant position for solar longitude as found from dynamical modeling fits very well with that predicted by the radiant's daily motion: assuming ∆R.A. = 0.66°and ∆Dec. = 0.25°from Šegon et al. (2014c) , the radiant position at λ 0 = 106.7°would be located at R.A. = 32.0°, Dec. = 7.5°or about three degrees from the modeled radiant. If we use results from Jenniskens et al. (2016) (∆R.A. = 0.97°and ∆Dec. = 0.30°), the resulting radiant position fits even better -having R.A. = 29.0°Dec. = 7.0°or about one degree from the modeled radiant. The fact that the model does not fit the observed activity may be explained by various factors, from the lack of precise data of the comet position in the past derived using the relatively small orbit arc of observations, to the possibility that this shower has some other parent body (possibly associated to C/1964 N1 Ikeya) as well. The next closest possible association was with comet 1987 B1 Nishikawa-Takamizawa-Tago where the D S H was 0.21, but due to high nodal distances between orbits, we consider this to be not connected to the July ξ Arietids.
The simulation of the meteoroid stream was performed for hypothetical comet returns back to 5000 years before the present. According to the known orbit of the comet, it experienced a close encounter with Jupiter and Saturn in 1676 and 1673 AD respectively, making the orbital evolution prior to this date much more uncertain. Nevertheless, the simulation of the stream was performed in order to get a big picture view of the stream in the present day solar system as visualized in Figures 3 and 4 .
IAU meteor shower #539 ACP -α Cepheids and comet 255P Levy
The α Cepheids shower had been reported by Šegon et al. (2014c) , as a disperse grouping of 41 meteors active from midDecember to mid-January at a mean radiant position of R.A. = 318°, Dec. = 64°at λ 0 = 281°(January 2). The authors investigated the possibility that this new shower could be connected to the predicted enhanced meteor activity of IAU shower #446 DPC December φ Cassiopeiids. However, the authors pointed out that #466 DPC and #539 ACP cannot be the same meteor shower (Šegon et al. 2014c) . Despite the fact that a predicted meteor outburst was not detected (Roggemans 2014) , there is a strong possibility that the activity from comet 255P/Levy produces a meteor shower which can be observed from the Earth as the α Cepheids shower. Meteor searches conducted by Kornoš et al. (2014) and Jenniskens et al. (2016) failed to detect this shower, but Rudawska et al. (2015) found 11 meteors with a mean radiant position at R.A. = 333.5°, Dec. = +66°, V g = 13.4 km/s at λ 0 = 277.7°.
The mean geocentric velocity for the α Cepheids meteors has been found to be small, of only 15.9 km/s, but ranges from 12.4 to 19.7 kilometres per second. Such a high dispersion in velocities may be explained by the fact that the D-criterion threshold for automatic search has been set to D S H = 0.15, which allowed a wider range of orbits to be accepted as meteor shower members. According to the dynamical modeling results, the geocentric velocity for meteoroids ejected from 255P/Levy should be of about 13 km/s, and observations show that some of the α Cepheids meteors indeed have such velocities at more or less the predicted radiant positions, as can be seen from Figure 5 . This leads us to the conclusion that this meteor shower has to be analyzed in greater detail, but at least some of the observations represent meteoroids coming from comet 255P/Levy.
The simulation of the meteoroid stream ejected by comet 255P/Levy includes trails ejected from 1801 through 2017 as visualized in Figures 6 and 7 . Several past outbursts were forecasted by the dynamical modeling but none had been observed, namely during apparitions in 2006 and 2007 (see Table 5 ). As a consequence, the conclusion is that the activity of the α Cepheids is most likely due to the global background of the stream.
There Table 6 . • to 280
• . Pluses represent the modeled radiants in the given solar longitude range, while the circles represent the observed radiants during the whole activity of the shower.
Article number, page 5 of 13 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Segon_2016A_A Rudawska et al. (2015) . Asteroid 2001 XQ has Tisserand parameter T j = 2.45, which is a value common for Jupiter family comets and this makes us suspect it may not be an asteroid per se, but rather a dormant comet. To the collected author's knowledge, no cometary activity has been observed for this body. Nor was there any significant difference in the full-width half-max spread between stars and the asteroid on the imagery provided courtesy of Leonard Kornoš (personal communication) from Modra Observatory. They had observed this asteroid (at that time named 2008 VV4) on its second return to perihelion, during which it reached 18 th magnitude. Numerical modeling of the hypothetical meteor shower whose particles originate from asteroid 2001 XQ was performed for perihelion passages from 800 AD up to 2100 AD. The modeling showed multiple direct hits into the Earth for many years, even outside the period covered by the observations. The summary of observed and modeled radiant positions is given in Table  7 .
Despite the fact that the difference in the mean radiant positions may seem significant, radiant plots of individual meteors show that some of the meteors predicted to hit the Earth at the observation epoch were observed at positions almost exactly as predicted. It is thus considered that the results of the simulations statistically represent the stream correctly, but individual trails cannot be identified as responsible for any specific outburst, as visualized in Figures 8 and 9 . The activity of this shower is therefore expected to be quite regular from year to year.
Two other candidate parent bodies were initially considered, 2004 YY23 and 2015 WB13, in which both had a D S H of 0.26. Fig. 9 . Theoretical radiants of the particles released by 2001 XQ which were closest to the Earth. The range of solar longitudes for modeled radiants is from 231.1
• to 262.8
This was deemed too distant to be associated with the 66 Draconids stream.
IAU meteor shower #751 KCE -κ Cepheids and asteroid 2009 SG18
The meteor shower κ Cepheids had been reported by Šegon et al. (2015b) , as a grouping of 17 meteors with very similar orbits, having average D S H of only 0.06. The activity period was found to from September 11 to September 23, covering solar longitudes from 168°to 180°. The radiant position was R.A. = 318°, Dec. = 78°with V g = 33.7 km/s, at a mean solar longitude of 174.4°. Since the new shower discovery has been reported only recently, the search by Kornoš et al. (2014) could be considered totally blind having not found its existence, while the search by Jenniskens et al. (2016) did not detect it as well in the CAMS database. Once again, the search by Rudawska et al. (2015) found the shower, but in much higher numbers than it has been found in the SonotaCo and CMN orbit databases. In total 88 meteors have been extracted as κ Cepheids members in the EDMOND database. A summary of the mean orbital parameters from the above mentioned searches compared with 2009 SG18 are shown in Table 8 .
What can be seen at a glance is that the mean orbital parameters for both searches are very consistent (D S H = 0.06), while the difference between the mean shower orbits and the asteroid's orbit differs mainly in the argument of perihelion and perihelion distance. Asteroid 2009 SG18 has a Tisserand parameter for Jupiter of T j = 2.31, meaning that it could be a dormant comet.
Numerical modeling of the hypothetical meteor shower originating from asteroid 2009 SG18 for perihelion passages from 1804 AD up to 2020 AD yielded multiple direct hits into the Earth for more years than the period covered by the observations, as seen in Figures 10 and 11 . The very remarkable coin- Šegon et al. (2014c) ; (2) Rudawska et al. (2015) . Table 9 . Observed κ Cepheids and modeled 2009 SG18 meteors' mean radiant positions (prefix C_ stands for calculated or modeled, while prefix O_ stands for observed). The number in the parenthesis indicates the number of observed meteors in the given year. θ is the angular distance between the modeled and the observed mean radiant positions. Table 9 .
Based on an initial analysis given in this paper, a prediction of possible enhanced activity on September 21, 2015 was made by Šegon et al. (2015a) . At the moment, there are no video meteor data that confirm the prediction of the enhanced activity, but a paper on visual observations of the κ Cepheids by a highly reputable visual observer confirmed some level of increased activity (Rendtel (2015) ).
The encounters shown in Table 10 between the trails ejected by 2009 SG18 and the Earth were found theoretically through the dynamical modeling. Caution should be emphasized when interpreting the results since the confirmation of any historical Fig. 11 . Theoretical radiant of the particles released by 2009 SG18 which were closest to the Earth. Several features are visible due to the difference trails, but care must be taken when interpreting these data. The range of solar longitudes for modeled radiants is from 177.0
• to 177.7
outbursts still need to be performed before trusting such predictions.
The next closest possible association was 2002 CE26 with D S H of 0.35, which was deemed too distant to be connected to the κ Cepheids stream.
IAU meteor shower #753 NED -November Draconids and asteroid 2009 WN25
The November Draconids had been previously reported by Še-gon et al. (2015b) , and consist of 12 meteors on very similar orbits having a maximal distance from the mean orbit of D S H = 0.08, and on average only D S H = 0.06. The activity period was found to be between November 8 and 20, with peak activity at solar longitude of 232.8°. The radiant position at peak activity was found to be at R.A. = 194°, Dec. = +69°, and V g = 42.0 km/s. There are no results from other searches since the shower has been reported only recently. Other meteor showers were reported on coordinates similar to #753 NED, namely #387 OKD October κ Draconids and #392 NID November i Draconids (Brown et al. 2010) . The difference in D S H for #387 OKD is Table 10 . Prediction of possible outbursts caused by 2009 SG18. Columns: Year = the year of Earth's collision with the trail, Trail = year of particle ejection from the given trail, rE-rD = the distance between the Earth and the center of the trail, λ 0 = solar longitude in degrees, yyyy-mmddThh:mm:ss = date and time of the trail's closest approach, ZHR = zenithal hourly rate Table 11 . Averaged observed and modeled radiant positions for #753 NED and 2009 WN25. θ is the angular distance between the modeled and the observed mean radiant positions. found to be far too excessive (0.35) to be considered to be the same shower stream. #392 NID may be closely related to #753, since the D S H of 0.14 derived from radar observations show significant similarity; however, mean orbits derived from optical observations by Jenniskens et al. (2016) differ by D S H of 0.24 which we consider too far to be the same shower. The possibility that asteroid 2009 WN25 is the parent body of this possible meteor shower has been investigated by numerical modeling of the hypothetical meteoroids ejected for the period from 3000 BC up to 1500 AD and visualized in Figures  12 and 13 . The asteroid 2009 WN25 has a Tisserand parameter for Jupiter of T j = 1.96. Despite the fact that direct encounters with modeled meteoroids were not found for all years in which the meteors were observed, and that the number of hits is relatively small compared to other modeled showers, the averaged predicted positions fit the observations very well (see Table 11 ). This shows that the theoretical results have a statistically meaningful value and validates the approach of simulating the stream over a long period of time and concatenating the results to provide an overall view of the shower.
November Draconids
Moreover, it appears that the predicted 2014 activity sits exactly at the same equatorial location (R.A. = 199°, Dec. = +67°) seen on Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) plots. 5 The shower has been noted as NID, but its position fits more closely to the NED. Since orbital data from the CMOR database are not available online, the authors were not able to confirm the hypothesis that the radar is seeing the same meteoroid orbits as the model produces. However, the authors received a confirma-5 http://fireballs.ndc.nasa.gov/ -"radar". tion from Dr. Peter Brown at the University of Western Ontario (private correspondence) that this stream has shown activity each year in the CMOR data, and likely belongs to the QUA-NID complex. A recently published paper (Micheli et al. 2016) suggests that asteroid 2009 WN25 may be a parent body of the NID shower as well, so additional analysis with more observations will be needed to reveal the true nature of this shower complex. The next closest possible association was 2012 VF6 with D S H of 0.49, which was deemed too distant to be connected to the November Draconids stream.
Article number, page 9 of 13 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Segon_2016A_A • to 234.6
IAU meteor shower #754 POD -ψ Draconids and asteroid 2008 GV
The possible new meteor shower ψ Draconids was reported by Šegon et al. (2015b) , consisting of 31 tight meteoroid orbits, having maximal distance from a mean orbit of D S H = 0.08, and on average only D S H = 0.06. The ψ Draconids were found to be active from March 19 to April 12, with average activity around solar longitude of 12°with radiant at R.A. = 262°, Dec. = +73°, and V g = 19.8 km/s. No confirmation from other shower searches exists at the moment, since the shower has been reported upon only recently.
If this shower's existence could be confirmed, the most probable parent body known at this time would be asteroid 2008 GV. This asteroid was found to have a very similar orbit to the average orbit of the ψ Draconids, D S H being of 0.08. Since the asteroid has a Tisserand parameter of T j = 2.90, it may be a dormant comet as well. Dynamical modeling has been done for hypothetical meteoroids ejected for perihelion passages from 3000 BC to 2100 AD, resulting in direct hits with the Earth for almost every year from 2000 onwards.
For the period covered by observations used in the CMN search, direct hits were found for years 2008, 2009, and 2010 . The summary of the average radiant positions from the observations and from the predictions are given in Table 12 . The plots of modeled and observed radiant positions are shown in Figure  15 , while locations of nodes of the modeled particles released by 2008 GV are shown in Figure 14 .
As can be seen from Table 12 , the mean observations fit very well to the positions predicted by dynamical modeling, and for two cases there were single meteors very close to predicted positions. On the other hand, the predictions for year 2015 show that a few meteoroids should hit the Earth around solar longitude 14.5°at R.A. = 260°, Dec. = +75°, but no significant activity has been detected in CMN observations. However, small groups of meteors can be seen on CMOR plots for that solar longitude at a position slightly lower in declination, but this should be verified using radar orbital measurements once available. According to Dr. Peter Brown at the University of Western Ontario (private correspondence), there is no significant activity from this shower in the CMOR orbital data. One other potential parent body may be connected to the ψ Draconids stream: 2015 FA118. The analysis for that potential parent alternative will be done in a future analysis.
IAU meteor shower #755 MID -May ι Draconids and asteroid 2006 GY2
The possible new meteor shower May ι Draconids was reported by Šegon et al. (2015b) , consisting of 19 tight meteoroid orbits, having maximal distance from their mean orbit of D S H = 0.08, and on average only D S H = 0.06. The May ι Draconids were found to be active from May 7 to June 6, with peak activity around solar longitude of 60°at R.A. = 231°, Dec. = +53°, and V g = 16.7 km/s. No confirmation from other searches exists at the moment, since the shower has been reported in the literature only recently. Greaves (from the meteorobs mailing- • to 17.7
list archives 6 ) stated that this shower should be the same as #273 PBO φ Bootids. However, if we look at the details of this shower as presented in Jenniskens (2006b), we find that the solar longitude stated in the IAU Meteor Data Center does not correspond to the mean ascension node for three meteors chosen to represent the φ Bootid shower. If a weighted orbit average of all references is calculated, the resulting D S H from MID is 0.18 which we consider a large enough value to be a separate shower (if the MID exists at all). Three #273 PBO orbits from the IAU MDC do indeed match #755 MID, suggesting that these two possible showers may somehow be connected.
Asteroid 2006 GY2 was investigated as a probable parent body using dynamical modeling as in previous cases. The asteroid 2006 GY2 has a Tisserand parameter for Jupiter of T j = 3.70. From all the cases we discussed in this paper, this one shows the poorest match between the observed and predicted radiant positions. The theoretical stream was modeled with trails ejected from 1800 AD through 2100 AD. According to the dynamical modeling analysis, this parent body should produce meteors for all years covered by the observations and at more or less the same position, R.A. = 248.5°, Dec. = +46.2°, and at same solar longitude of 54.4°with V g = 19.3 km/s, as visualized in Figures  16 and 17 .
However, six meteors belonging to the possible #755 MID shower found in the solar longitude range from 52.3 to 53.8 (the next meteor found was at 58.6°) show a mean radiant position at R.A. = 225.8°, Dec. = +46.4°, with mean V g of 16.4 km/s. Given the angular distance of 15.6
• from the observed radiant, the difference in geocentric velocity (3 km/s) compared to the modeled meteor radiant parameters, and the fact that there were no single model meteors observed at that position nor nearby, we cannot conclude that this asteroid may be the parent body of the possible meteor shower May ι Draconids. The analysis for those bodies will be done in a future analysis. strongly encourage attempts to define meteor showers in a more rigorous manner, or an introduction of an alternate term which would help to properly describe such a complex phenomenon. The authors believe that a clear definition would be of great help in determining whether a parent body actually produces meteoroids -at least until meteor observations become precise enough to determine the connection of a parent body to a single meteoroid orbit.
Conclusion
From this work, we can conclude that the following associations between newly discovered meteoroid streams and parent bodies are validated: The connection between #755 MID May ι Draconids and asteroid 2006 GY2 is not firmly established enough and still requires some additional observational data before any conclusion can be drawn. The asteroidal associations are interesting in that each has a Tisserand parameter for Jupiter indicating it was a possible Jupiter-family comet in the past, and thus each may now be a dormant comet. Thus it may be worth looking for outgassing from asteroids 2001 XQ, 2009 SG18, 2009 WN25, 2008 GV, and even 2006 GY2 during their perihelion passages in the near future using high resolution imaging.
